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System heaven
Three perfectty matched systems
for absolute audio nirvana
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Q&A...
HI-FICHOICE SPOKE WITH DAVE
REICH, PROJECT MANAGER AT"
THETA DIGITAL

We discussed the Compli Blu with
Dove Reich (ex- fo u nder of Closse
Dlgltol), in partlculor the analogue
design whlch, in comblnation with
the underpinning capobilities of
the Oppo, helped shopewhotthe
Compli Blu hos become.

HJGtWh at role did Theta play i n
the ewlution of the Conplt BIU?
DR: I am fundamentatly an anatogue
designer and what Theta wanted
to dowas to improve the parts of the
unit thatwere under our contro[, in
particularthe powersupply and the
physicaI elements ofthe design,
These areas arewhere ourstrengths
lie. Wewanted to produce a player
thatwas visually part of the Theta.
familyand that had the kind of
performance-led qualities that we
have built into our existing range
oforoducts.

Did you work directly wlth Oppo on
thedesign?
The answer is yes. They supplied us
with the basic kiton which the player
is based. Oppothenworkedwith us,
modifyingthe internal firmware and
the decoding software to our
specif ic requirements.

But this was afterwe approached
a numberof suppliers in China and
elsewhere and asked them ifthey
could supply uswith the basis of a
playerwe coutd enhance and se[[,
Forthe most partthey said'yes', but
theywould only play ba[[on the basis
ofan initialorderfor, say 10,000 units.
Theyalso wanted to know how many
thousands (!) we would take every
month. This is a bit tike asking how
many BugattiVeyrons a market like
the UK can absorb.

Ofcourse it is not oossibleto setl
this kind ofquantityto the audiophite
market and we were very pleased
that 0ppowere ableto offerus an
extremely competitive and we[[
-developed platform, as well as
the fact that theywere wi[[ingto
take a more realistic attitude
towards our requirements.
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misinformed) comments in the
blogosphere seek to claim that the
difference in price is questionable.

Before we leave the question
- ofprice and the cost differences

between the Oppo and the Theta,
it's probably worttr mentioning
that the Oppo BDP-83 is listed at
around f600 for the Region Two
(UK) model. According to Theta,
the price of its Compli Blu is
consistent with other Theta models
and given the quantities they
reportedly produce this is certainly
believable. If so, it makes any
charges of profiteering seem wide
of the mark.

In the end we remain agnostic
about the value for money ratinS,
but if you really want an out and
out bargain, then the Oppo is
possibly the player to go for. That's
ifyou can find a Region 2 rnodel
and there's little or no reason to
assume that it will outperform the
Theta. \,Vhat s more, Oppo product
is not exactly easy to track down in
the UK (as we discovered when
researching this review). Also, what
strikes us forciblv about the Compli

Theta custom-designed
analogue powersupply
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Blu is that, far from being expensive,
it seems to be quite sharply priced.

True heavyweight
Any lingering thoughts that the
Theta wouldn't stand up to the
traditional virtues of the brand
would be verywide of the mark.
Although the Compli Blu is
officially a transPort rather than
a playe4 the lines are blurred to
say the least, because it does have
analogue oulputs, including two-
channel and multichannel
alternatives. The main limitation
is that the analogue outputs will
not deal with high-resolution audio,
DTS Master Audio and DolbY True
HD from Blu-ray discs without a
processor at the far end of the HDMI
link, which is also needed to extract
a high-resolution DSD (or Bitstream)
data from high-resolution audio
discs (SACDs in particular). Note
that some discs will dovrngrade the
audio to a slightly homogenised .
lower level - the instructions and
your ears can guide you here.

One thing that will cause real
surprise is the speed with which the
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DlSul{f,: No setup status
information without display
and noisymechanics

WESAY:Avery
accomplished transport
whichcan beusedas
a capabte standalone player
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leftand rightstereo
mix-down

Theta identifies what kind of disc
has been inserted and then proceeds
to play This fast-tracking discs
makes a pleasant change from the
general sloth-like behaviour of many
other players, including non-
universal Blu-ray models.

On the minus side, the loading
mechanism isn't the smoothest ever
and the player is mechanically rather
noisy during play though you'll be
unJucky to hear jt in your listening
room in practice.

As a plain Red Book CD player,
the Compli Blu is a true heaqweight.
It is smooth and articulate, with a
delicately refined sense of detail
and a layered stereo image, as well
as certain degree ofspaciousness,
which works well with some of
our usual acoustic, rich-flavoured
musical fare. And yet it is suitably
raunchy and outgoing with more
rock-fl avoured material.

You can also use the display
dimmer and the pure audio buttons
on the remote conffol to improve

performance further - the pure (
audio circuits which kill the video
circuits being by far the more useful
of the two. As a CD playeq this level
of refinement and musical ability is
just what is expected of a brand
like Theta.

When used as an HDMI source,
the final level of performance is
partially dependent on what's
available at the far end of the
HDMI cable and the concept of
a ud iophile-qualiry amplifi cation
which uses this interface is in its
infancy (though it is only fair to say
that it is on everyone's radar).

In many ways the prospect of
high-resolution audio (stereo and
multichannel alike) is more exciting
than HD video, but for this test we
were limited to the AV amplifiers we
had on tap - from Sony, Onkyo and
Denon, none of which are from the
top level of their type. Nevertheless,
they worked well.

The Theta is a refined and capable
video playe4 with excellent screen

IHECURREI{T
Casablanca preamp/
processor is now
theacknowledged
obvious partnerfor
the Compti Blu. lt
talksto theoutside
wortdthougt HDMI,
and is capable of
deatingwith allthe
relevant formats,
includingDolby
True HD and dts
MasterAudio, as
well as accepting
uncompressed DSD
data from SACD and
bitstream from
DVD-Audio.

Naturdtlythe
compressed
(downscate) audio
formats available
from the CompliBlu
are a[[compatible
with the Casablanca
and are handled
transparently to the
user, thougfi lrou
would not achievethe
kind ofperformance
that is available from
the uncompressed
HDMI interface.

Unsurprisingly,
as an electronics
specialist, Theta
would not bednwn
on the loudspeakers
it thought people
shoutd use. But itdid
pointto its existing
range ofamplifiers
as beingappropriate
matches, butthe
same arguments
would applyto any
high-quality range
from othersources.

USBforupdating
and HDMI

contrast and good colour, making for
very subtle images. The audio is
handied particularly well and the
Theta has enough ofwhat counts
under the bonnet to show the
potential of DTS Master Audio and
Dolby True HD lossless codecs, the
senior citizens of the audio world
which are designed to bring HD
audio into the world of HD video.

Knockout
The Theta seems a little ahead of its
time in some ways, as a universal
player/transport (call it what you
will) that anticipates changes that
are already in progress in the world
of audio and video. By any standards
the Compli Blu is a knockout piece of
equipment. It's presence helps to
highlight the true potential for the
new fledgling generation of HD
audio codecs from Dolby and dts.
And yet it supports the legacy
formats, SACD, CD and even
DVD-Audio, with real depth
and conviction. o
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